Best practice: Energy professionals – back office work
Since November 2017 “devices” are being checked daily or regularly every couple of days. The “devices” in
EDI-Net represent the actual energy meters which deliver their readings automatically to the system.
By sorting the devices-list by “latest data”, the meters which have problems delivering meter readings can
be easily identified. Immediate action can be taken to bring the meters back online or to clarify whether
there are other problems in the communication channels.
Although this is not an application EDI-Net was originally intended for, it is a very useful feature in the daily
routine of an energy manager. The following picture taken on Jan 30, 2018 shows that 10 out of 163
devices have only outdated data available (older than 2 or 6 days, resp.). The energy manager now can
check the meters, the communication channel and other possible reasons.
As a result, the data quality as a basis for all energy controlling tasks improves and potential waste of
energy can be identified with a higher reliability.
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Use-case: Eco-teachers in schools (“Keep Energy in Mind” program) –
Online-Forum
The “Keep Energy in Mind” program is an “Eco-Schools” program involving specially trained teachers at
many schools everywhere in the City of Nuremberg. They constantly work with pupils over the whole year
to educate them in energy efficiency. Furthermore, these teachers initiate dedicated projects in their
schools, to focus on certain topics of energy efficiency.
Some of those teachers already registered in the online-forum. A category especially for the KEiM program
has been set up and a first information exchange between a teacher and our energy management
specialists takes place.
The forum can be a good informal path to directly place questions to the specialists. In the case shown
below, a teacher asks for practitioner’s experience regarding insulation of walls behind radiators in
classrooms. This will improve the understanding of the background of energy efficiency. Although no
savings can be given in numbers, the improved knowledge of those who teach the youth will result in a
better quality teaching and finally in a higher sensitivity of many future grown-ups towards energy
consumption.
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Use-case: Building users – information via dashboard (to be implemented)
This application appears to be a very interesting one, as the information of building users about “their”
energy consumption is considered as being crucial for follow-up measures aiming at changes in behavior.
The large group of buildings hosting the major part of the City’s administration (“Rathaus – xxx”) will be one
of the first buildings where the consumption is presented on a publicly available information-screen.
Estimations by the German government state expected energy savings of additional 1-3% only by
presenting consumption data to the consumers.
The same idea will be implemented in the “KEiM” schools (see use-case above), to support projects started
by the KEiM-teachers.
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